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ABSTRACT

Audio tagging aims to assign one or several tags to an au-
dio clip. Most of the datasets are weakly labelled, which
means only the tags of the clip are known, without know-
ing the occurrence time of the tags. The labeling of an au-
dio clip is often based on the audio events in the clip and
no event level label is provided to the user. Previous works
have used the bag of frames model assume the tags occur all
the time, which is not the case in practice. We propose a joint
detection-classification (JDC) model to detect and classify the
audio clip simultaneously. The JDC model has the ability to
attend to informative and ignore uninformative sounds. Then
only informative regions are used for classification. Experi-
mental results on the “CHiME Home” dataset show that the
JDC model reduces the equal error rate (EER) from 19.0% to
16.9%. More interestingly, the audio event detector is trained
successfully without needing the event level label.

Index Terms— audio tagging, weakly labelled data, joint
detection-classification model, acoustic event detection

1. INTRODUCTION

Audio tagging aims to assign an audio clip with one or sev-
eral tags. The clips are typically short segments such as 10
seconds of a long recording. Audio tagging has applications
such as audio retrieval [1] and audio classification [2]. Ac-
curate audio tagging relies on the amount of labelled audio
data, including clip level labelled audio data and event level
labelled audio data. In clip level labelling, each audio clip is
labelled with one or several tags without indicating their oc-
currence time, while in event level labelling, each audio clip
is labelled with both tags and their occurrence time. We re-
fer to the clip level labelled data as weakly labelled data [3].
Figure 1 shows an audio clip and its event level label. The
clip1 level label is “children speech”, “percussion” and “other
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1The clip is CR lounge 220110 0731.s0 chunk39 from the “CHiME
Home” dataset.

Fig. 1. Waveform of an audio clip and its event level la-
bel. Clip level label: “children speech”, “percussion”, “other
sounds”.

sounds”.
Event level labelled data is scarce and insufficient for in-

dustrial use [4]. On the other hand, the amount of weakly
labelled data on the internet is exploding in recent years. Ev-
ery minute, over 300 hours videos are uploaded to YouTube2.
Each of the clip has a few tags roughly tagged by the upload-
ers describing the content such as “music”, “dogs”, “Obama”.
These weakly labelled data have huge potential values but are
currently difficult to use. First, the tags only indicate the exis-
tence but not the occurrence times of the events. Second, the
duration of audio events varies from events to events. Some
events such as “music” may last for a few minutes, while other
events such as “gun shot” may only last for hundreds of mil-
liseconds. Third, overlapping events are difficult to classify.
These difficulties limit the use of weakly labelled data.

Previous work in audio tagging includes the bag of blocks
(BOB) model [2][5] and the global model [6]. The BOB
model is a generalization of the bag of frames model [2].
In the BOB model, each audio clip is divided into overlap-
ping blocks (Figure 1). Each block contains one or several
frames. In the training phase, for a machine learning system,

2http://tubularinsights.com/youtube-300-hours/



each block is assigned all tags in the clip as ground truth for
training. In the recognition phase, the predicted tags from all
blocks in a clip are used to estimate a predicted probability of
the tag in that clip. The BOB model is based on an assump-
tion that tags occur in all the blocks, which is however not the
case in practice.

In contrast with the bag of blocks model, the global mod-
els feeds the whole clip into the model, without dividing the
clip into blocks (Figure 2(b)). The advantage of the global
model over the BOB model is that there is no “tags occur all
the time” assumption. In addition, long-term context is con-
sidered. Inspired by image classification [7], the global model
can be for example, a convolutional neural network (CNN) on
the clip’s spectrogram [6].

However, neither of the BOB model nor the global model
looks for the audio events likes humans do before tagging
an audio clip. In this paper, we propose a joint detection-
classification (JDC) model inspired by humans perception
[8]. Humans use two steps to label an audio, a detection step
and a classification step [8]. In the detection step, humans
listen when to attend to sounds and when to ignore sounds.
They attend to informative audio events and ignore uninfor-
mative sounds or silences. In a classification task, humans
only tag informative events. Our JDC model is trained on
weakly labelled data, without needing event level labelled
data.

Our work is organized as follows, Section 2 introduces
related works. Section 3 describes the JDC model. Section 4
shows experimental results. Section 5 gives conclusions.

2. RELATED WORK

Audio classification and detection have obtained increasing
attention in recent years. such as the open challenges for au-
dio classification, audio event detection and audio tagging in-
cluding CLEAR 2007 [9], DCASE2013 [2] and DCASE2016
[5].

For audio classification and audio tagging, Mel frequency
cepstrum coefficient (MFCC) and Guassian mixture model
(GMM) is widely used as baseline [5]. Recent methods in-
clude deep neural networks (DNNs) and convolutional neural
networks (CNNs), with inputs varying from Mel energy [10],
spectrogram [11] to constant Q transoform (CQT) [12]. For
non neural network models, nonnegative matrix factorization
(NMF) on the spectrogram [13] was used and obtained com-
petitive result in the DCASE2016 Challenge. Methods com-
bining the BOB model and the global global are proposed in
[4].

For audio event detection, generative models such as
NMF [14], probabilistic latent component analysis (PLCA)
[15] and hidden Markov model (HMM) [16] are used with
inspiration from music transcription. Neural network meth-
ods including recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [17] and
bidictionary long-short term memory (BLSTM) [18] are also

used for event detection.

3. JOINT DETECTION−CLASSIFICATION MODEL

For the audio tagging task, assume there are K different audio
tags. We denote the labelled target of an audio clip as t ∈
{0, 1}K where tk ∈ {0, 1} represents the existence of the k-
th tag. For the bag of blocks model (Figure 2(a)), the audio
clip is divided into overlapped blocks xm,m = 1, 2, ...,M .
We denote ymk as the predicted occurrence probability of the
k-th tag on the m-th block. In the training phase, the “tags
occur in all blocks” assumption is applied and each block is
assigned with the clip’s tags as ground truth tmk = tk. The
model is trained by minimizing the loss function

loss =
1

M

K∑
k=1

M∑
m=1

d(ykm, tmk) (1)

where d(·, ·) is the binary cross-entropy error.
In the recognition phase, we obtain ykm on each k-th tag

and each m-th block by feeding the m-th block to the model.
The occurrence probability of the k-th tag in the clip pk is
obtained by averaging ykm over the blocks

pk =
1

M

M∑
m=1

ykm (2)

However, the “tags occur in all blocks” assumption in the
BOB model can not always be satisfied in practice, such as
the “gun shot” will not occur all the time in an audio clip.
The JDC model is able to overcome this problem. Similar
to the BOB model, the audio clip is divided into overlapped
blocks. The JDC model consists of a detector and a classifier
acting on each tag and each block with output value between
0 and 1. The output of the classifier ykm on the k-th tag and
the m-th block indicates how possible the m-th block has tag
k. The output of the detector wkm on the k-th tag and the
m-th block indicates how informative the m-th block is when
classifying the k-th tag. If wkm is close to 1 it means the m-th
block is informative and should be attended when classifying
the k-th tag. If wkm is close to 0 it means the m-th block
is uninformative and should be ignored when classifying the
k-th tag.

Compared with the BOB model in Figure 2(a), the JDC
model in Figure 2(b) applies a merging operation to calculate
the occurrence probability of the k-th tag pk directly, with-
out calculating the probability over the blocks, hence avoids
the “tags occur in all blocks” assumption. It is easy to define
pk =

∑M
m=1 wkmykm, but this will cause problem. First, the

detector wkm and the classifier ykm are no longer distinguish-
able because they are symmetric. Second, pk may exceed 1
which is no longer a probability. One way to solve this prob-
lem is to enforce the constraint

∑M
m=1 wkm = 1, or equally,



Fig. 2. (a) The BOB model. (b) The global model. (c) The JDC model

use normalized wkm over blocks to turn the constrained prob-
lem to an unconstrained problem. We define w̃km as the nor-
malized detector

w̃km =
wkm∑M

m=1 wkm

(3)

Define pk as the occurrence probability of the k-th tag in
the clip

pk =

M∑
m=1

w̃kmykm (4)

Define the loss function of the JDC model as

loss =

K∑
k=1

d(pk, tk) (5)

where d(·, ·) is the binary cross-entropy error.
In the recognition phase, the occurrence probability of the

k-th tag in the clip is calculated by equation (4).
Figure 2(a-c) demonstrates the BOB model, the global

model and the JDC model, respectively. The rounded rectan-
gle, diamond and square represents the NN model, objective
function and ground truth respectively. The NN can be any
kinds of DNNs including CNNs, RNNs and LSTMs. In the
training phase, the error back propagates from loss function
to both the detector and the classifier in the JDC model (Fig-
ure 2(c)). Both the detector and the classifier can be updated
according to the gradient.

The JDC model has the following features:

• Weakly labelled data can be fed into the model directly
without the event level label.

• The detector’s attend and ignore mechanism simulate
the humans perception [8].

• The detector’s attend and ignore mechanism facilitate
the recognition of short audio events.

• Audio event detector is trained without needing the
event level label.

4. EXPERIMENTS

We apply both the BOB model and the JDC model on the
CHiME home dataset [19]. The development set consists
of 1946 4 second chunks divided into 5 folds. Tags include
“child speech”, “male speech”, “female speech”, “TV’, “per-
cussive sounds”, “broadband noise” and “other identifiable
sounds” and ’silence”, denoted by ‘c’, ‘m’, ‘f’, ‘v’, ‘p’, ‘b’,
‘o’ and ‘S’, respectively. Another 816 chunks are kept for
evaluation. The dataset is weakly labelled without event level
labels.

4.1. Features

We apply fast Fourier transform (FFT) with non overlapping
Hamming window with size of 1024 on the 16kHz audio files.
Mel filter bank features with 40 bins are extracted using li-
brosa toolbox3. Each block contains 11 frames and the hop
size between the neighboring blocks is 1.

4.2. Models

To compare the BOB model and the JDC model, we simply
use the fully connected (FC) neural network to model both the
classifier and the detector. This can be extended to any neural
network (Section 3).

For the BOB model, the classifier takes one block as input
followed by 3 FC layer with 500 units per hidden layer. ReLU
activation function and dropout probability of 0.2 are applied
to each hidden layer. Sigmoid function is applied on the clas-
sifier’s output. For the JDC model, the classifier is the same
as the BOB model, the detector takes one block as input fol-
lowed by a mean pool layer along time axis and a single layer
linear transform with sigmoid output. Experiments show that
the detctor described by a shallow layer NN is sufficient on
the “CHiME Home” dataset. Adam optimizer is used and the
learning rate is tuned to 0.0002. The system is built on Hat
deep learning framework4. The source code of the JDC model
is available on github5.

3https://github.com/librosa/librosa
4https://github.com/qiuqiangkong/Hat
5https://github.com/qiuqiangkong/audio tagging jdc



Fig. 3. EER of the BOB model and the JDC model on devel-
opment set and evaluation set.

4.3. Results

We use 5-fold cross validation on development set to select
the best model (65 epochs for BOB model and 110 epochs
for JDC model). Then the best model is applied to the eval-
uation set. The EERs of the BOB model and the JDC model
on development set and evaluation set are shown in Figure 3
and Table 1. It is noticeable the JDC model performs slightly
worse than the BOB model on development set (equal error
rate (EER) of 17.3% against 16.7%) but performs better on
the evaluation set (EER of 16.9% against 19.0%). This indi-
cates with more training data, the JDC is more effective and
suffers less from overfitting.

Table 1. EER on development set and evaluation set.
EER (dev.) EER (eva.)

MFCC + GMM
(baseline)

21.3% 20.9%

BOB 16.7% 19.0%
JDC 17.3% 16.9%

4.4. Visualize Learned Representation

It is interesting to visualize what the BOB model and the JDC
model learn. Figure 4(a) shows the Mel energy spectrogram
corresponds to the audio clip in Figure 1. The tags for this
clip include children speech, percussion and other sounds,
denoted by ‘c’, ‘p’, ‘o’, respectively. Figure 4(b) shows the
detector output w̃km, where the bright regions indicate infor-
mative regions. Figure 4(c) shows the classifier output ykm,
where the bright regions indicate the probability of the occur-
rence of the events regardless of the detector. Figure 4(d) is
the detection-classification output w̃kmykm, where bright re-

Fig. 4. (a) Mel energy spectrogram of the audio clip in Figure
1. (b) Detector output of the JDC model. (c) Classifier output
of the JDC model. (d) Detector-classifier output of the JDC
model. (e) Classifier output of the BOB model. (f) Manually
labelled event level label.

gions indicates the occurrence probability of the events. Fig-
ure 4(e) is the classifier output of the BOB. Figure 4(f) is the
event level label of the clip. Compared Figure 4(d) and Figure
4(f), the JDC detects the audio events successfully, even if no
event level label data is used in the training phase. However
the classifier output of the BOB model in Figure 4(e) does not
contain the occurrence times of the events.

5. CONCLUSION

We proposed a joint detection-classification (JDC) model to
use weakly labelled data. By introducing the detector, the
model simulates the humans’ attend and ignore ability. In
addition, the JDC is able to perform event detection without
needing event level label. For the future work, CNNs, RNNs,
LSTMs can be used to replace the fully connected NN. In
Figure 3 the EER curve of the JDC model oscillate consider-
ably, which may be mitigated by applying different learning
rates on the detector and classifier. Expectation maximization
(EM) algorithm could be used to replace the joint training
method in the JDC model in the future.
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